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Abstract—In ultra-wide bandwidth (UWB) cooperative navigation, nodes estimate their position by means of shared information. Such sharing has a direct impact on the position
accuracy and medium access control (MAC) delay, which needs
to be considered when designing UWB navigation systems. We
investigate the interplay between UWB position accuracy and
MAC delay for cooperative scenarios. We quantify this relation
through fundamental lower bounds on position accuracy and
MAC delay for arbitrary finite networks. Results show that the
traditional ways to increase accuracy (e.g., increasing the number
of anchors or the transmission power) as well as inter-node
cooperation may lead to large MAC delays. We evaluate one
method to mitigate these delays.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Absolute and relative position information has become
essential in the development of location-aware applications.
Such applications pervade the commercial, public, and military
domains [1]. Ultra-wide bandwidth (UWB) communication
and ranging has shown to be a promising technology to
solve the navigation problem in scenarios where GPS-aided
implementations are not viable. UWB radios employ a pulsebased approach with absolute bandwidths of more than 500
MHz [2]. This characteristic offers several communication
advantages, such as mitigation of small-scale fading and
robustness against interference [3]. Furthermore, the precision
of range measurements, using a two-way time-of-arrival (TWTOA) procedure, is proportional to the employed bandwidth,
making UWB an attractive technology for localization and
navigation purposes [4].
A large research effort has focused on developing ways
to improve navigation accuracy. One research track involves
cooperation among nodes to distribute and share information
over the network, which has been shown to improve position
accuracy significantly [5], [6]. Position accuracy for cooperative wideband systems, such as UWB, has been studied in
[7], [8]. However, these works do not consider the influence
on the medium access control (MAC) within practical implementations.
The impact and design of MAC, constrained to the IEEE
802.15.4a standard has been studied in [9], [10]. In [9],
the authors propose enhancements to the 802.15.4a standard
using a time division multiple access (TDMA) approach for
clique networks. Further improvements to [9] are proposed
in [10], where the authors reduce the MAC delay, but do
not consider the impact on position accuracy. An evaluation
of different TDMA-based prioritization strategies is studied

in [11]. In [12], an IEEE 802.11.b MAC is considered and
based on a cooperative model the interplay between MAC
delay and position accuracy is explored. However, regarding
throughput, this MAC is inefficient and thus produces excessively pessimistic delay estimates. Distributed scheduling
for cooperative localization is investigated in [13], while in
[14], a distributed MAC protocol was suggested, suitable for
cooperative UWB navigation in clique networks. Nevertheless,
they do not consider the trade-off between accuracy and MAC
delay. Finally, a MAC design for cooperative localization
networks is studied in [15]. However, the authors only consider
the specific analysis and design of the MAC protocol.
In this paper, we extend our work from [16], and derive
lower bounds on UWB position accuracy and MAC delay for
noncooperative and cooperative networks based on a spatial
time division multiple access (STDMA) approach. This allows
an understanding of the fundamental trade-off between accuracy and MAC delay with immediate application to the design
of UWB navigation systems. Results show large delays are
incurred when cooperation is performed indiscriminately. A
selective ranging method to reduce MAC delay at the expense
of position accuracy is evaluated.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. UWB Navigation
We consider a wireless network consisting of N mobile
agent nodes and M static anchors nodes, collected in the sets
Sagents and Sanchors , respectively. Agents move in discrete
time slots of duration T . The two-dimensional position of node
(t)
i at time slot t is denoted by xi . The measurements made
(t)
by agent i at time slot t are denoted by zi . We assume the
following discrete-time model for the agents [17]:
(t)
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(t)
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where the noise terms vi and wi capture the randomness
and errors within the mobility and measurement model, respectively. The position of agent i is estimated by recursively
(t) (1:t−1)
predicting an a priori distribution, p(xi |zi
), and then
(t) (1:t)
correcting to an a posteriori distribution p(xi |zi ) using
the available measurements, before moving on to the next time
slot. Evidently, faster mobility requires the usage of shorter
slots.

The time slot duration T can be broken down into a
measurement time Tmeas and a computation time Tcomp . The
measurement time consists of the time required by the agents
to collect all necessary measurements (ranging information)
while the computation time relates to the time it takes to
calculate the posterior distribution. It is important to note that
UWB is used for the measurement phase. Delays incurred
when agents send information to each other (distributed approach) or to a fusion center (centralized approach), once all
data is collected, can be implemented using an alternative
technology, and are therefore not included in our analysis.
Thus, our objective is to quantify how adding more anchors
or agents, increasing the communication range, and the use of
cooperation among agents affects the position accuracy and
the MAC delay.
Accuracy and MAC delay are evaluated using the position
error bound (PEB) [7], [8], [18] and the minimal Tmeas required to collect all information by the agents, respectively. We
assume a given a priori distribution for every agents’ position
so that we can focus on a single time slot within the navigation
procedure. For notational convenience, the superscript t will
be dropped.
B. Network Model
Adopting the model from [19], nodes i and j can commu
nicate with probability Pij = exp − k xi − xj k2 /(2R2 ) ,
where R is the nominal communication range in meters. The
set of neighbors of a node i is denoted by Ni = {j 6= i : i and
j can communicate}. Node i can perform TW-TOA ranging
with any node in Ni .
Two TW-TOA transactions can only be performed simultaneously if they do not interfere with each other. As 802.15.4a
radios use a common preamble, similar to off-the-shelf UWB
radios [20], we cannot rely on time-hopping to deal with
interference, and traditional protocols such as ALOHA or
slotted ALOHA have poor efficiency in terms of successful
number of transactions [21]. Hence, we consider a STDMA
MAC as in [9]–[11]. This implies, for example, that when four
radios involved in two TW-TOA transactions are adjacent, then
the two transactions must be scheduled in distinct TDMA slots.
C. Measurement Model
We consider TW-TOA measurements [2], whereby a node
i sends a request to a node j, which responds back with an
acknowledgement. Both nodes i and j estimate the TOA for
the request and acknowledgment, respectively. Node i uses
the round-trip delay between nodes i and j to calculate an
estimate of their distance. It is important to note that a TDMA
slot is needed for a TW-TOA transaction, including both the
request and the acknowledgement. The TW-TOA measurement
between node i and node j is given by:
nji
nij
+
,
(3)
zij = dij +
2
2
where dij = kxi − xj k, nij is the TOA error of the request
from node i to node j and nji is the TOA error from the acknowledgement from node j to node i. The errors are modeled

2
as zero-mean Gaussian random variables: nij ∼ N (0, σij
) and
2
nji ∼ N (0, σji ), independent of each other.

III. L OWER B OUND ON P OSITION ACCURACY
In this section, we will review the position error bound
(PEB), when performing TW-TOA within the network topology described in Section II, for noncooperative and cooperative scenarios [7], [8], [18]. We collect the
 positions of all
T T
T T
the agents in a vector p = x1 x2 · · · xN . Since we are
focusing on a single time slot, every agent has an a priori
distribution, which for simplicity is modeled as a symmetric
2
Gaussian distribution with mean mprior,i and variance σprior,i
per dimension.
With a slight abuse of notation, and introducing the set
Si ⊆ Ni consisting of selected neighbors with which node i
performs TW-TOA ranging, the measurement vector for both
the noncooperative or cooperative cases can be constructed as:
z = {zij |i ∈ Sagents , j ∈ Si } ,

(4)

in which zij contains the TW-TOA estimate initiated between
agent i with respect to node j. Note that in non-cooperative
scenarios, Si ⊆ Ni ∩ Sanchors , while in a cooperative scenario,
Si ⊆ Ni .
Due to (3), z conditioned on p is a Gaussian random
variable with mean d, constructed from (3) and in the same
way as z, and covariance matrix Σ. As a result of the
independence of the TW-TOA measurements, the covariance
matrix

Σ = E (z − d)(z − d)T
(5)
is a diagonal matrix, where the diagonal element corresponding to measurement zij is given by
2
2
σij
+ σji
.
(6)
4
p
Finally, the PEB is defined as P = tr {J−1 } /N , where
J is the Bayesian Fisher information matrix and is computed
as [22]:

J = −Ep,z ∇p ∇T
p log p(z, p)


T
= −Ep,z ∇p ∇T
p log p(z|p) − Ep ∇p ∇p log p(p)

= −Ep ∇p dT Σ−1 ∇T
(7)
p d + D,


E (zij − dij )2

=

where D denotes the 2N × 2N diagonal matrix
"
#
1
1
1
1
, 2
,..., 2
D = diag 2
, 2
, (8)
σprior,1 σprior,1
σprior,N σprior,N
and ∇p stands for the derivative with respect to p. Here, the
entries in the matrix ∇p dT can easily be calculated since
∂dij
∂xi

=

xi − xj
.
dij

(9)

Through the use of Monte Carlo integration, the expectation
over p in (7) can be computed. Note that evaluation of the
PEB is computationally easy, since Σ is diagonal and ∇p dT
is sparse.

IV. B OUNDS ON M INIMUM MAC D ELAY
For a ranging transaction to be successful, the link should be
free from primary interference (i.e., a node cannot transmit and
receive at the same time) and secondary interference (i.e., a
node cannot receive multiple transmissions at the same time)
[23]. Note that this applies to both nodes in the link, since
ranging transactions involve both nodes and thus links are
undirected. In the noncooperative localization scenario, a link
(always an agent-to-anchor link) is scheduled only once. In the
cooperative localization scenario, some agent-to-agent links
may be scheduled twice, i.e., when i, j ∈ Sagents such that
i ∈ Sj and j ∈ Si . We will first show how to construct
the communication graph for our navigation network and then
derive bounds on minimum MAC delay.
A. Construction of Communication Graph
Once the links are realized (see Section II.B), the network
can be described by a communication graph G = (V, E) consisting of a set V of vertices (nodes) and a set E representing
the edges (links) amongst the vertices. Depending on the sets
Si , recall that some links are scheduled once, some twice,
and some not at all. The graph G can be extended to a new
graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) to accommodate these different number
of scheduled links. Let us assume that the link (u, v) ∈ E
requires two time slots. The construction of G0 is as follows:
create a new vertex u0 , serving as a copy of u. Create edges
(u0 , w), for all w ∈ Nu , as well as an edge (u, u0 ). Note that
the degree of nodes u and v and total number of nodes is
increased by 1 in the extended graph G0 . This procedure is
repeated for all links that require two slots.
Upon completion of the procedure we find a graph G0 , with
0
V ⊇ V and E 0 ⊇ E. Let W be the number of links in G
that need two time slots, then the number of nodes in the
corresponding extended graph G0 is increased by W . Fig. 1
illustrates the construction of the extended graph, where the
link (1,4) requires two time slots.
Let A be the symmetric adjacency matrix of graph G0 with
Aij = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ E 0 . We further introduce S, the symmetric
scheduling matrix, with Sij = 1 if the link (i, j) is to be
scheduled for TW-TOA, and Sij = 0 otherwise. Note that
Sij = 1 ⇒ Aij = 1, and that by construction, links in G0 are
scheduled at most once.
B. Upper and Lower Bounds on Minimum MAC Delay
Finding the exact number of time slots to schedule the links
in G0 is an NP-complete problem [24]. This problem can
be avoided by considering special networks [10] or resorting
to computer simulations [9], [11], [12]. Instead we focus on
finding lower (Υ) and upper (Ω) bounds on the total number
of TDMA time slots to schedule the links from S, given the
adjacency matrix A. The procedure below finds such bound
with complexity O((N +M +W )Λ), where Λ is the maximum
A-degree.1
1 The

A-degree of node i is the sum of the entries of the i-th row in A.
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Figure 1. Subgraph (shown in thick lines) associated with node 1 within the
larger graph G0 . For this subgraph, links (1, 2), (4, 6) and (3, 9) require one
time slot and the link (1, 4) requires two time slots. These links are marked
red. The rest of the links (e.g., link (3, 2)) are not scheduled. In this case,
node 1 is split as nodes 1 and 10 . The neighbors of node 1 are nodes 2, 3, 4
and 10 . So node 10 is now connected to nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Upper bounds: A trivial upper bound is the total number of
links to be scheduled in the network, Ω1 = (1T S1)/2, where
1 is a vector of ones. In this case interference is avoided by
assigning time slots to links in TDMA fashion. A different
upper bound was conjectured by Erdős-Nes̆etr̆il [25] and is
given by Ω2 = 45 ∆2 for even ∆ and Ω2 = 41 (5∆2 −2∆+1) for
odd ∆, where ∆ is the maximum S-degree.2 The upper bound
can furthermore be tightened by choosing the minimum of Ω1
and Ω2 . Hence, our final upper bound is Ω = min(Ω1 , Ω2 ).
Lower bounds: A trivial, but very loose lower bound is
Υ1 = ∆, since every link in S related to one node must
be scheduled in a distinct TDMA slot. In other words each
neighbor of the node is assigned a different TDMA slot. We
also present a constructive lower bound, by considering simple
subgraphs of the graph G0 and finding a lower bound on the
number of TDMA time slots for that subgraph (or corresponding subnetwork). The maximum of the lower bounds of these
subnetworks gives a lower bound, Υ2 ≥ Υ1 for the entire
network. Note that for clique networks, Υ2 = Ω.
The constructive lower bound for a subnetwork is obtained
as follows: consider a node i, one of its neighbors j, as well as
any common neighbors, Ni ∩ Nj , for example (i, j) = (1, 4),
N1 ∩N4 = 10 . The nodes/vertices adjacent to i, j, and Ni ∩Nj
are in this case (1, 10 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). In order to schedule the
links incident to those nodes, we need ∆1 + ((∆4 − 1) +
∆10 ) − 1 = 4 TDMA time slots. Here ∆i is the S-degree of
node i and the last term accounts for any common edges that
would be assigned two slots. This procedure is repeated for all
neighbors j and the maximum number of TDMA time slots
is retained.
An algorithm that formalizes this reasoning is given in
Algorithm 1, with the following notations: ai and si are
the i-th column of the adjacency and scheduling matrix,
respectively; ej is a vector of all zeros except for a 1 at the jth location; ∆ = [∆1 , ∆2 , . . . , ∆N +M +W ]T ; ⊕ is the binary
2 The

S-degree of node i is the sum of the entries of the i-th row in S.
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Algorithm 1 Lower bound on number of STDMA time slots.
1: Input: Adjacency matrix A and scheduling matrix S
2: for i = 1 to N + M + W do
3:
qi = find(ai );
4:
for j ∈ qi do
5:
bij = ai ⊗ aj + ej ;
6:
gij = find(bij );
7:
Tij = ∆i +bTij (∆−1+ai ⊕si )−(1T S[gij , gij ] 1)/2;
8:
end for
9: end for
10: Υ2 = max Tij ;

10−1

10−2

i,j

10−3

field sum; ⊗ is the binary field product; the find operator
returns the indices to non-zero elements of the argument.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

B. Impact of Number of Anchors
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the impact on the localization accuracy and MAC delay for a clique network with 10 agents,
where the number of anchors is increased from 0 to 10. For
the noncooperative scenario, the PEB decreases as anchors are
added since more agent-to-anchor information is gathered by
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Figure 2. PEB for clique network with 10 agents and increasing number of
anchors.

A. Simulation Setup

4
Noncooperative
Noncooperative selective
Cooperative
Cooperative selective

3.5
3
Minimum MAC Delay [s]

The area under consideration is a 20 m × 20 m square. Anchors are placed according to the network topology proposed
in [5, Fig. 13] (properly scaled to our map size) while agents
are uniformly distributed in the square. We consider a ranging
standard deviation of 2 cm (irrespective of distance, within the
confines of the map) and a TDMA time slot duration of 20 ms.
The latter considerations are based on our experimental results
with the P400 UWB radios [20]. The a priori distributions of
the agents’ positions are Gaussian with unit variance.
We consider four different scenarios: (i) noncooperative,
where agents perform TW-TOA with all anchors in communication range (i.e., Si = Ni ∩ Sanchors ); (ii) noncooperative
selective, where agents carry out TW-TOA with at most 4
anchors (so that Si ⊆ Ni ∩ Sanchors ); (iii) cooperative, where
agents perform TW-TOA with all nodes in communication
range (i.e., Si = Ni ); (iv) cooperative selective, where agents
acquire ranging measurements through TW-TOA with at most
4 nodes, considering that anchors in range have higher priority
than neighboring agents (so that Si ⊆ Ni ). For scenarios (ii)
and (iv), the selective ranging method is a heuristic where
the main objective is to reduce the number of TW-TOA
transactions for each agent. Each agent chooses randomly a
node within their neighborhood and then chooses the next 3
nodes by means of a simple greedy algorithm to minimize the
PEB, where neighboring anchors are chosen over neighboring
agents.
We will evaluate the PEB and the upper and lower bounds
on the MAC delay for each of the four scenarios and analyze
the impact of the number of anchors, number of agents, the
communication range, and cooperation among nodes.
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Figure 3. MAC delay for clique network with 10 agents and increasing
number of anchors.

each agent. However, this induces a MAC delay that linearly
increases with M . Given that the network is a clique, the
lower and upper bounds for the MAC delay are the same, so
Fig. 3 only depicts the lower bounds. For the noncooperative
selective and cooperative selective scenarios, the PEB and
MAC delay flatten out to around 1.5 cm and 0.75 s, respectively, once agents can perform TW-TOA transactions with at
least 4 nodes. Note that when having 2 or 3 anchors around,
the cooperative selective case shows better position accuracy
than the noncooperative one (both selective and nonselective),
since an extra agent-to-agent transaction is performed by
every agent. Finally, the cooperative scenario excels in terms
of position accuracy, due to the collection of agent-to-agent
information. However, allowing full cooperation comes with
a high price in terms of MAC delay: with 10 anchors and
10 agents the MAC delay increases to 3.8 s, which might be
a constraint for highly dynamic scenarios. We conclude that
cooperation is only meaningful when only a few anchors are
available.
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Figure 4. PEB for clique network with 3 anchors and increasing number of
agents.

Figure 6.

PEB for network with spatial reuse and increasing R.
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Figure 5. MAC delay for clique network with 3 anchors and increasing
number of agents.

C. Impact of Number of Agents
Figs. 4 and 5 show the impact on the localization accuracy
and the MAC delay for a clique network with 3 anchors and
an increasing number of agents (from 1 to 20). Note that
the noncooperative and noncooperative selective scenarios now
coincide, so we do not plot the results for the selective case.
Once again, the lower and upper bounds on the MAC delay
are the same, and only the lower bound is shown in Fig. 5.
Adding more agents to the network has no impact in the localization accuracy for the noncooperative scenarios. However, it
increases the MAC delay linearly in N , since more agent-toanchor links need to be scheduled. The cooperative selective
scenario shows a substantial performance enhancement in the
position accuracy (since an extra agent-to-agent transaction per
agent is being added into the network), while still maintaining
a tolerable MAC delay increase (since we are only considering
one extra agent-to-agent transaction per agent to complete the
minimum requirement of at least ranging with 4 neighboring
nodes). Regarding position accuracy, the cooperative scenario
shows, once again, to outperform all other scenarios. The latter

Figure 7. MAC delay for network with spatial reuse and increasing R for
the noncooperative scenarios.

comes with a quadratic increase in N in terms of MAC delay.
We conclude that when delay is a constraint, full cooperation
is not feasible, and theoretical cooperative gains cannot be
exploited.
D. Impact of Communication Range
We consider a network consisting of 20 agents and 13
anchors, and an increasing communication range R from 1
m to 30 m. Fig. 6 shows the influence of incrementing the
communication range for the position accuracy while Figs. 8
and 7 depict the corresponding impact on the MAC delay
for the cooperative and noncooperative scenarios, respectively.
Similar to the increasing anchor case, the PEB reduces with
increasing R and remains steady once almost a fully connected
network is reached at R ≈ 8 m. The MAC delay grows fast
with increasing R, reaching up to N × M × 20 ms ≈ 5 s, and
N ×(M +(N −1))×20 ms ≈ 13 s for the noncooperative and
cooperative scenarios, respectively. Evidently, the latter shows
that increasing R for a marginal gain in terms of accuracy
can lead to large delays. The cooperative selective scenario
shows to have better performance in terms of accuracy than
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Figure 8. MAC delay for network with spatial reuse and increasing R for
the cooperative scenarios.

the noncooperative cases (magnified subplot in Fig. 6) with
tolerable delays when the communication range is within 3.5
m to 6 m. This is due to the fact that agents have fewer
anchors within their neighborhood, and resort to agent-to-agent
information to complete the selection of 4 neighbors. The
MAC delay for the selective scenarios flatten out to around
N × 4 × 20 ms ≈ 1.6 s since once a fully connected network
is reached, agents perform transactions with 4 neighboring
nodes.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the interplay between cooperative
UWB navigation accuracy and MAC delay. For our results
we considered real parameters from UWB radios obtained
through experimental campaigns. We presented lower bounds
on the position accuracy and the MAC delay for arbitrary
finite networks. We found that traditional methods to improve
accuracy, such as increasing the number of anchors or the
communication range, or the implementation of cooperation
among nodes comes at a cost in terms of the MAC delay.
The latter has a direct impact in the update rate when dealing
with mobile networks. Selective ranging has been evaluated
as a possible technique to cope with this problem in order
to reduce the MAC delay with reasonable position accuracy.
Our results can be a guide for designers of UWB navigation
systems.
Future work includes the consideration of the delay Tcomp
as well as the derivation of scaling laws for both the MAC
delay and the position accuracy for UWB navigation networks.
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